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Why does porn matter? As Richard Dyer wrote in 1985, “the fact that 
porn . . . is realized in/through the body has given it low status in our 
culture.”1 But it is precisely because of this fact that porn has been taken 
up as an object of serious cultural analysis in the past few decades. Porn 
grants us access to knowledge of the body. More than its counterparts 
in so-called high culture, porn makes visible the conflicts between 
commodification, ideology, and identity politics that entrap and play 
out through human bodies in late capitalist visual media—a landscape 
radically restructured by the advent of the internet.

Porn is dialetical. It caters to our desires as it conditions them. It trans-
gresses by its very existence, even as it reinforces normativity and  
stratifications based on race, class, and ability. Porn is also contingent. 
Not merely definable as arousing content meant to be consumed and 
masturbated to, porn isn’t porn without its located-ness—its relation 
to technology, discourse, and archive. Tim Dean argues that pornog-
raphy is made possible by “the conjoining of a new technology with 
widespread access to it.”2 The parallel inventions of photography and 
its archive marked a tipping point in the proliferation of pornographic 
material. The establishment of the internet has marked another one.

Like porn, the internet itself is premised on stark dualisms: a promise of 
new modes of connection, community, and identification on the one 
hand; a massive infrastructure of surveillance, economic exploitation, 
and social control on the other. By some counts porn is the “largest and 
fastest growing commodity” on the internet.3 What used to circulate in 
person-to-person exchanges of VHS tapes or print magazines—or the 
semi-social experiences of theaters and booths—is now aggregated in 
massive online databases in which videos across verticals and distribu-
tors (both amateur and professional) are tagged and packaged for easy 
consumption. Though freely accessible to anyone with internet access, 
these sites commodify their users’ behavior, gathering their data and 
bombarding them with advertisements.

In this new content ecosystem, porn circulates with an ever-increasing 
ease and speed, opening it up to the accumulation of new meanings. 
The text-image meme and the graphics interchange format (GIF) have 
broadened the reach of porn outside the strictly pornographic realm, 
excerpting tidy snippets from longer-form videos that can skirt censori-
ous filters and circulate on social media platforms. Gay porn lends itself 
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particularly well to this practice, thanks to its characteristically ridiculous 
storylines and the exaggerated gestures and bodies of its performers. 
The gay porn GIF has emerged as a popular and expressive module of 
viral content. Trapped in a sequence of infinitely looping images, the 
GIF-ed gay porn star performs a compelling mix of eroticism and absurd-
ism, live action and stuck repetition. In the process, he also shows us the 
precarity of porn’s meaning.

These GIFs proliferate on social media platforms and aggregator- 
generators like Giphy.com. It has become a popular joke that Tumblr 
has left behind its days as an outlet for artsy types and is now mainly 
a gay porn site, where animated images and their captions circulate 
with abandon. In one post with over 20,000 “notes,” a twelve-frame GIF 
shows a white male performer from the shoulders upward making a 
melodramatic grimace. With its penetrative action rendered invisible, 
the micro-scene’s new caption—“the pain you get when you stub your 
toe”—renders the absurdity of the performance and the self-reflexive 
banality of the joke dually hilarious. In another post with over 70,000 
notes, performer Colby Keller throws his head backward, eyes closed, 
and emits a satisfied post-ejaculative sigh. The caption? “When you 
finally understand a hard question on a homework assignment.”

Certainly this appropriation is humorous; indeed, gay culture has long 
been an outsize source of humor in arts and literature, and its por-
nographic output is no exception. Some liberals might argue that the 
wider acceptance of these GIFs tracks with a wider acceptance of 
homosexuality in general. But is there something else going on?

Now more than ever, artists and authors are alienated from the products 
of their labor on the internet. Meanings that live performing bodies once 
created are increasingly abstracted from the bodies themselves—sev-
ered from the original connection to their creators and, thus unmoored, 
primed to accumulate new and potentially repressive social mean-
ings. In this way, a gay porn video that was in one context erotic, affect- 
producing, or even deliciously campy can become a spectacularizing 
joke at the expense of gay sex in its translation to a viral post or click-
bait GIF compilation. What seems on the surface like a celebration of 
gay culture might in fact perpetuate stereotypes about homosexual  
depravity, or reify gay sex as an abnormal practice meant to be ridi-
culed. As Allan Sekula articulated in in his theory of the shadow archive, Sc
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Screenshot of  
giphy.com/gifs/
gay-porn-3ohry-
fcnYJJShrDqWQ. 147
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representations in photographic imagery can never exist without their 
objectifying, repressive obverse.4

In August 2017, a short promotional clip for the Men.com porn Private 
Lesson 3 was posted on YouTube, then GIF-ed and meme-ed with such 
frequency that Buzzfeed, Mashable, and the Huffington Post took notice. 
The original video was a kitschy scene of a hunky husband (portrayed  
by Jaxton Wheeler) stumbling through dialogue with and then ass  
fucking a personal chef (Jake Porter) as he prepares a salad at the 
kitchen counter. Wheeler’s character’s girlfriend (Nikki V.) returns home 
and begins to eat the healthy meal before she discovers the sex tak-
ing place under the apron behind the counter and, outraged, says: 
“Are you guys fucking? Are you serious? Right in front of my salad?”  
The clip ends there, although the full film moves past its opening theatrics  
and proceeds along a fairly traditional penetration-to-ejaculation  
narrative structure.

As memes extracted from the clip reached “peak virality,” Buzzfeed 
published an explanatory piece detailing the scene’s production and 
reception. The author created a loose typology of the user-generated  
responses shared on social media, which included insertions of the 
punchline into other memes; elaborately detailed fan art; viewer reac-
tions of shock or disgust at discovering the origin of the meme; and re- 
appropriations of the girlfriend’s reaction in order to critique or express  
disbelief at a wide array of social issues, both reactionary and pro- 
gressive: “are you guys really defending capitalism?” Twitter user  
@avogaydro tweeted, “are you serious?? right in front of my salad.” Buzz-
feed would later publish one of its popular quizzes titled “Which ‘Right 
in Front of My Salad??’ Character Are You?”

Critiques of porn—particularly when it escapes the pornographic 
realm—usually come from the right and have a moralizing bent. But 
there is nothing inherently bad or wrong about gay porn, or jokes about 
it, and I certainly don’t mean to suggest that this creative reappropria-
tion isn’t funny. Indeed, gay porn often is campy and absurdist, and in 
the right context should be celebrated as such. But this phenomenon 
raises questions of authorship and ownership regarding gay sex and 
culture that are worth considering, both for gay porn and for content 
produced by and for marginal positionalities of all kinds. Who is allowed 
to play? To what end and in what context? And who are the victims when 

Screenshot of messy-
queens.com/2017/08/
right-in-front-of-my- 
salad.html.

Screenshot of twitter.com/avogaydro/
status/892333042110521344.

Screenshots of pink-
news.co.uk/images/ 
2017/08/Right-IN-Front-
of-My-Salad-reacts.jpg 
and pinknews.co.uk/ 
2017/08/09/watch- 
unsuspecting-youtubers-
react-to-the-right-in-
front-of-my-salad-video.

Screenshot of funnyjunk.
com/Are+you+serious/
funny-pictures/6358371.
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the victims themselves often profit from or willingly participate in the 
very systems that exploit them?

In a climate where resistance to repressive social policies increasingly 
takes form as demands for visibility and representation, the popularity 
of the gay porn GIF should give us pause. I’m not saying you can’t laugh 
at them, but the next time one pops up in your social media feed, make 
sure you not only know what it is you’re laughing about, but what others 
might be as well.
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